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I. The Hurdles

Whittlestone argues that in order to establish that an empirical ten-
dency is an instance of “confirmation bias” (in the pejorative sense),
three things must be done:

1) The empirical tendency must be robust/systematic.
2) The tendency must robustly lead to confirmation (or mainte-

nance of) people’s prior beliefs.
3) The way in which it does so must violate a clear [and correct!]

normative standard.

She finds, across a large literature, that few or none of the classes
of research into confirmation bias clear all three hurdles.

This includes:

· Hypothesis testing
· Selective exposure
· Myside bias
· Bias in search time
· Pseudodiagnosticity
· Biased assimilation
· Belief persistence
· Persistence of misinformation and “backfire effect”
· Conservatism
· “Overconfidence”

Let’s take a look!

II. The Findings

In each case, we’ll consider (1)–(3).

Hypothesis Testing:

Finding: people tend to exhibit a “positive test strategy" (PTS) when
testing hypotheses, meaning that if H is their hypothesis, they tend
to ask questions ‘q’? such that P(q|H) is high—they expect the an-
swer to be ‘yes’ if their hypothesis is true. Wason 1960, 1966

Robust? Not clearly. In many “ecological” settings, people seem to
be less likely to use PTS (e.g. “if someone’s drinking, they’re over
21”), and seem to be guided by diagnosticity of the question.

I.e. degree to which answer would
favor hypothesis over alternatives:
P(q|H) is different than P(q|¬H).

Confirmatory? Not clearly. Fails to identify false negatives, but good In triplet-task, cases that don’t fall un-
der your hypothesis but are permitted.
Not sure how easy this notion is to
generalize.

at identifying false positives. So long as you update like a Bayesian,
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is not expected to raise credence in hypothesis.

Non-normative? Again, not clearly. If what questions you should
ask are determined by expected information gain [or expected accu-
racy], it depends on your priors! For example, consider this variant Oaksford and Chater 1994, 2003

on Wason selection (card) task. Which cards to flip to test whether
all ravens are black? (Objects on one side; colors on other.)

Raven Shoe White Black

‘White’ might refute, but ‘Black’ might be confirming instance. If
P(raven|white) is very low, and P(raven|black) is not as low, then
best two options can be ‘Raven’ and ‘Black’.

Selective Exposure

Finding: People have a tendency to look more at congenial sources
of information than uncongenial ones. Frey 1986; Hart et al. 2009

Robust? Very mixed finding, with many “moderators”.

Confirmatory? Depends on how you engage! If you scrutinize ev-
erything you look at, looking at congenial sources is more likely to
lower your credence; looking at uncongenial ones is more likely to
raise it.

Non-normative? No clear normative standards for when and why
you should do an “unbiased” search, i.e. look equally at congenial
and uncongenial sources.

E.g. if how much you trust a source
(how reliable you expect it to be) is cor-
related with congeniality, then more
expectedly accurate to look at conge-
nial sources.

Myside Bias

Finding: The tendency to selectively search memory for congenial
information and arguments. Note: “myside bias” gets used in a lot

of different ways. Mercier 2017

Robust? May be (Perkins et al. 1986; Toplak and Stanovich 2003),
though Whittlestone says there’s not a ton of data within this “search
for arguments" paradigm.

Confirmatory? Some evidence that this is driven by focus on a sin-
gle salient hypothesis—e.g. people do this even when constructing
arguments against their own views (Wolfe and Britt 2008). So perhaps a tendency to construct

one-sided arguments.

Non-normative? Depends crucially on goals of the task! Which are
often not very clear. If you think good arguments focus only on
reasons for one side, and job is to construct a good argument, then
makes sense to do this.

[Q: how do we know their search is biased? All we see is results of
search, presumably. If they know more arguments for one side (or
if those are easier to retrieve, since one can lead to the other), the
search process itself may be unbiased.] Think of a random walk. Prior equally

likely to end up anywhere, but once
you start in one direction, more likely
to end up on one side.

Bias in search time:
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Finding: People tend to continue searching for new information
more often when what they have doesn’t fit with what they want to
think, and tend to keep searching less when it does.

May be driven by selective scrutiny.
Ditto and Lopez 1992

Robust? Not many studies focusing on confirmation in particular;
more in motivated-reasoning literature.

Confirmatory? Seems to be hinged on motivations; only confirma-
tory if motivation is to believe what you currently believe.

Non-normative? Not a clear normative standard for information
search applied here.

Note: Kelly 2008 is going to argue that
selective scrutiny is epistemically rea-
sonable, and so if that’s the mecha-
nism, this may be caused by rational
mechanisms.Pseudodiagnosticity

Finding: People focus on finding information that is likely when
their preferred hypothesis is true (P(q|H) is high), rather than in-
formation that is more likely if their hypothesis is true than false
(P(q|H) is higher than P(q|¬H)) (Fischhoff and Beyth-Marom 1983).

E.g. ask if patient has a cough, which
would be likely both if have the flu
(H), or if have some non-flu respiratory
illness (¬H).

Robust? Unclear. It varies with the case, and seems to depend on
what people believe about the likelihoods. E.g. in versions where
can ask about different likelihood ratios, if know P(q1|H), asking
for P(q2|H) rather than P(q1|¬H) seems correlated with whether
already have firm opinions about the latter. Often diagnosticity is a

E.g. q1 = car can go 60 mph (ask for
P(q2|H)), versus q1 = car can go 120

mph (ask for P(q1|¬H)) (Feeney et al.
2008).good guide to what questions people ask (Trope and Bassok 1983).

[Q: In what sense could this be a description of what people are
doing? People don’t ask “Does 2+2=4?”, despite the fact that
P(2 + 2 = 4|H) = 1.]

Confirmatory? Only if people aren’t updating in a Bayesian way, and
accounting for the likelihood of getting various answers given the
question they asked (Klayman 1995; McKenzie 2004).

Non-normative? Unclear. Diagnosticity is a clearer normative stan-
dard than some others, but it can compete with others.

Biased assimilation

Finding: People tend to interpret mixed evidence as favoring their
prior beliefs. Lord et al. 1979; Taber and Lodge 2006

Robust? Seemingly so, though some replication failures (Kuhn and
Lao 1996).

Confirmatory? Yes, seemingly.

Non-normative? Wait for the Kelly 2008 / McWilliams 2019 back
and forth next week! Not obviously, since prior beliefs should affect
how you react to new evidence. Also Jern et al. 2014
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Belief persistence (Ross et al. 1975) Also persistence of misinformation
and “backfire effect” (Nyhan and Rei-
fler 2010)Finding: People tend to maintain their beliefs after the reasons for

them have been debunked. E.g. debriefing method: give subjects
feedback that they’re reliable at a task, then tell them that the feed-
back was bunk, and they still are somewhat inclined to think they’re
reliable. Or fact-checking false news reports.

Robust? Seemingly so for belief persistence. Backfire effect has had some major
replication failures since (Wood and
Porter 2018).Confirmatory? Yes—at least, in terms of maintaining current belief.

Non-normative? Not clear. Suppose you have some reason to dis-
trust the experimenter—as you now do. If shouldn’t be sure that
feedback was bunk, then should end up thinking you’re more reli-
able than you started.

E.g. Suppose prior is P(reliable) = 0.5. Then get feedback such that
P(reliable|feedback) = 0.8. Then told feedback is bunk. What now?

· Well, P(reliable|feedback, bunk) = P(reliable) = 0.5.
· But P(reliable|feedback,¬bunk) ≥ P(reliable|feedback) = 0.8
· And presumably whether or not the feedback is bunk screens off

whether or not they told you the feedback is bunk:
P(reliable|feedback,bunk,told bunk) = P(reliable|feedback,bunk); and
P(reliable|feedback,¬bunk,told bunk) = P(reliable|feedback,¬bunk)

· ⇒ as long as you don’t fully trust what they tell you, should
remain more confident you’re reliable than your started out: Let r = reliable, b = bunk, tb = told bunk.

Total probability

Screening off

Don’t fully trust them, so that
P(bunk|feedback,told bunk) < 1.

P(r|f, tb) = P(b|f, tb) · P(r|f, b, tb) + P(¬b|f,tb) · P(r|f,¬b, tb)

= P(b|f, tb) · P(r|f, b) + P(¬b|f,tb) · P(r|f,¬b)

≥ P(b|f, tb) · 0.5 + P(¬b|f,tb) · 0.8

> 0.5 = P(r)

Conservatism

Finding? In simple bookbag-and-pokerchips setup, people update
in way that’s more conservative than Bayesian would (Edwards
1982).

Robust? Seemingly so.

Confirmatory? Subtle. Not for pushing opinion in p in a particular
direction. [But if we think of “your beliefs” as your priors, does
seem to skew you toward them.]

Non-Normative? Depends on whether people are certain about the
setup! If they fully trust the experimenters, then yes; but if not, then
conservative response is actually the Bayesian reaction (Corner et al.
2010). Remember Anderson on underesti-

mating uncertainty!
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“Overconfidence” (Lichtenstein et al. 1982; Hoffrage 2004; Moore
et al. 2015) = overcalibration

Finding: Beliefs tend to be stronger than accuracy would warrant.
For example, of the things people are 80% confident in, only 60%
are true. Of the intervals that people say they’re 98% confident
contain the true value, on 60% of them do.

Robust? Yes.

Confirmatory? Unclear. Could be either a consequence of, or a cause
of confirmation bias. (If very confident, more likely to engage in
selective scrutiny, e.g.)

Non-normative? [Calibration is not clearly right normative standard
in these sorts of scenarios—often Bayesians should not be expected
to be calibrated]
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